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•  太陽系天体の起源と進化にとって衝突過程は⾮非常に重要

•  衝突天体、標的、クレーターサイズの関係
→スケーリング則
→実験室スケールでの衝突結果を惑星スケールに外挿する

•  衝突には様々なパラメータが複雑に関わっている
→それぞれの関わりを調べるのには次元解析が有効
→最も成功しているものがπスケーリング



πスケーリング
•  クレーター体積Vに関係する量量
→衝突速度度U、標的密度度ρ、弾丸密度度δ、強度度Y、重⼒力力加速度度g、弾丸質量量m
→V=F(U,  ρ,  δ,  Y,  g,  m)：７つの物理理量量

•  [kg],  [m],  [s]の３つを基本単位とすると
７−３＝４つの無次元数（πv=F(π2,  π3,  π4)）ができる

πv=ρV/m
π2=1.61gL/U2

π3=Y/(δU2)
π4=ρ/δ

•  π2とπ3を⽐比較する；π3/π2=Y/ρgL
→Y>>ρgL：強度度⽀支配域
→Y<<ρgL：重⼒力力⽀支配域

規格化クレーター体積
規格化弾丸直径
規格化強度度
規格化密度度



•  クレーター形成は弾丸の直径L、速度度U、密度度δに個別に依存するので
はなく、それらを組み合わせた量量に依存
→カップリングパラメータ：C=LUμδν  (Dienes  and  Walsh,  1970)

•  この変数を導⼊入するとV=F(C,  ρ,  Y,  g)
→重⼒力力⽀支配域(π3無視)で、弾丸標的密度度⽐比(π4)~∼1として次元解析

size scales and in targets with different material properties (and,
hence, different degrees of collapse) we found that the end of cra-
ter excavation (and the beginning of modification) coincides
approximately with the time when the (first) maximum in crater
volume is reached (Fig. 1). In some very low-strength target cases
even larger crater volumes are reached at later times of crater for-
mation, e.g. due to broad collapse of the crater rim, but the first (lo-
cal) maximum still appears to be the most meaningful point in
time to define the dimensions of the transient crater.

In the following, all scaling laws refer to measures of the tran-
sient crater and are compared with parameters from numerical
models measured at the point in time in crater growth when the
volume of the crater reaches its first maximum. The dimensions
of the transient crater are all measured at, or relative to, the pre-
impact surface. Note that in the tables listed in the Appendix A
we provide additional information concerning the crater dimen-
sions at the time when the crater reaches its maximum depth.
For this study, however, we use the maximum volume criterion de-
scribed above.

2.2. Pi-group scaling

The primary purpose of scaling laws is to extrapolate the results
of small-scale laboratory impact experiments so that they may be
applied to large-scale natural craters. To achieve this, dimension-
less ratios are used to estimate the relative importance of different
physical processes during crater formation. Dimensionless mea-
sures of the properties of impactor and target can be related to
scaled crater dimensions implying that the relative crater size is
independent of the real size of an impact event.

Most approaches for scaling of impact craters or the cratering
process arise from scaling methods applied for explosions, particu-
larly detonations of nuclear bombs (Sedov, 1946; Taylor, 1950). In
this case the crater formation process is driven by the energy re-
leased during the explosion. The process of a meteorite impact is
in principle similar to the detonation of an explosive source, except
that this explosive source (projectile) is moving. As a consequence,
scaling of impact processes is always a mixture of pure ‘‘energy
scaling” and ‘‘momentum scaling”, which considers the impact
velocity and direction.

The most successful approach in dimensional analysis of impact
crater scaling is the so-called Pi-group scaling (e.g. Holsapple,
1987; Holsapple and Schmidt, 1982, 1987; Schmidt and Housen,
1987). To define for instance the crater volume V as a function of
projectile and target properties at least six (or more) parameters
are required: V = F(U, q, d, Y, g, m), where U is impact velocity, q
is target density, d is projectile density, Y is strength, g is gravity,
and m is projectile mass. Pi-group scaling introduces dimension-
less ratios reducing the number of independent variables to three:
pV = F(p2, p3, p4), where the so-called cratering efficiency pV = qV/
m, the gravity-scaled size of an impact event p2 = 1.61gL/U2, and
the strength-scaled size p3 = Y/(dU2), and the density ratio p4 = q/
d. The functional relation we are seeking then is:
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This expression further simplifies when comparing the relative
importance of the three dimensionless parameters p2, p3, p4.
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The ratio between p3 and p2 shows that for sufficiently large cra-
ters (on Earth: approx. P70 m; Melosh, 1989) the effect of gravity
dominates over the cohesive strength of typical crustal material
and, thus, strength (cohesion) can be neglected. Hence, crater for-

mation of all natural impact craters which are usually significantly
larger than 70 m on Earth, is controlled by gravity. The same is true
for small-scale laboratory craters in low- or non-cohesive materials.
If we also assume that the density of the projectile d and the density
of the target q are approximately equal, Eq. (1) simplifies to
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A similar expression can be stated for the dimensionless crater
diameter pD = D(q/m)1/3 and crater depth pH = H(q/m)1/3, where D
is crater diameter and H crater depth.

To further specify the functional relation between pV and p2 (or
other relations between various p-values) an impact event may be
approximated as a stationary point source of energy and momen-
tum buried at a certain depth in the target, analogous to the deto-
nation center of an explosive source. How much of the kinetic
energy (and momentum) of the impactor is effectively available
as an energy (and momentum) point source is defined, according
to the theory, by the so-called coupling parameter that combines
the properties of the impactor (velocity U, diameter L, density d)
into one scalar parameter (Dienes and Walsh, 1970; Holsapple
and Schmidt, 1987): C = LUl dm. In two theoretical end-member
cases, the coupling parameter is exactly proportional to the kinetic
energy (where m = 1/3, l = 2/3) or the momentum (m = 1/3, l = 1/3)
of the impactor, respectively. However, experimental evidence
suggests that the coupling parameter is somewhere between these
limits; in other words, it is proportional to some combination of ki-
netic energy and momentum (m = 1/3; 1/3 < l < 2/3) (Holsapple,
1993). The exact form of the coupling parameter appears to depend
on target properties (Schmidt and Housen, 1987).

The results of laboratory impact experiments and numerical
calculations (e.g. Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Holsapple, 1987,
1993; O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1993; Holsapple and Housen, 2007)
suggest that many impact-related processes, such as crater growth,
melt production, material ejection, etc., are well described by
power-laws in the various non-dimensional quantities. For in-
stance, the functional relation in Eq. (1) is well approximated by
a power-law of the form (e.g. Schmidt and Housen, 1987).
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where CV and c are material dependent scaling parameter and c is
related to the velocity-exponent in the coupling parameter:
c = 3l/(2 + l). For c = 0.75 (where l = 2/3), the coupling parameter
is exactly proportional to the kinetic energy of the impactor (en-
ergy-scaling). The other end-member case, where the coupling
parameter is proportional to the momentum of the impactor
(momentum scaling), occurs at c = 0.43 (l = 1/3). Laboratory experi-
ments (Schmidt and Housen, 1987) of vertical impacts into dry sand
revealed a scaling exponent of c = 0.507 (close to the momentum-
scaling limit) whereas impacts into wet sand or water led to
c = 0.65 (close to the energy scaling limit). The material-depen-
dency of the scaling exponent has long been discussed as being re-
lated to differences in internal friction and/or porosity
(Wünnemann et al., 2006). So far, neither parameter is taken into
account in scaling laws. Moreover, the angle of impact a is not con-
sidered in this framework, yet. Chapman and McKinnon (1986) sug-
gested using only the vertical component of the impact velocity in
the scaling law (Eq. (4)):
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However, apart from comparisons with a few laboratory exper-
iments of oblique impacts in sand this assumption has never been
tested properly. In particular, the effect of friction coefficient on
cratering efficiency in oblique impacts is unknown.
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Cv：標的により異異なる量量
γ=3μ/(2+μ)

…(※)
to models using iSALE-3D and the open symbols refer to models
using the 2D version of iSALE. Following an approach suggested
by Boris Ivanov (personal communication), the dependence of D
and H on resolution is well approximated by an exponential func-
tion of (1/CPPR). For (1/CPPR)?0 the curve intersects the pD-axis at
13.6 for p2 = 1.2e!4 and at 9.14 for p2 = 6.e!4, which can be con-
sidered to be the ‘‘true” pD–value at infinitely high resolution
CPPR ?1. Similarly, for the scaled crater depth we obtain ‘‘true”
values of pH = 6.15 for p2 = 1.2e!4 and pH = 4.45 for p2 = 6.e!4.
To keep the computation time for a single model run as small as
possible and the error of the numerical models in an acceptable
range we chose a relatively low resolution of only eight CPPR for
our parameter study. Hence, the resulting crater depth H, diameter
D, and volume V is approximately 2.8%, 6.3%, and 12% too small,
respectively. We found this inaccuracy to be independent of the
coefficient of friction and the angle of impact.

3.2. Testing and benchmarking

The validation of model results against reality is an important
step in the development of any new computational tool. Unfortu-
nately, relatively few experimental results from oblique gravity-re-
gime impacts exist with which to test our model. Moreover, the
available data is derived by experiments where the final crater is
up to 30–40 times larger than the impactor; such experiments
are computationally prohibitively expensive in terms of the re-
quired grid size and run time, even for an efficient code such as
iSALE-3D. Several data sets of oblique impact experiments into
high strength (metal/rock) targets exist (e.g., Gault and Wedekind,
1978; Burchell and Mackay, 1998); in this case, the final crater
dimensions are only a few times larger than the impactor and
high-resolution 3D impact simulations are feasible. Validation of
iSALE-3D against data from experiments by Burchell and Mackay
(1998) is ongoing; model results for crater size and shape as a
function of impact angle are in excellent agreement with experi-
mental data (Collins et al., 2009). However, as crater formation in
the strength-dominated regime is substantially different from
gravity-regime cratering, which is most appropriate for plane-
tary-scale cratering and is the focus of this work, validation of
iSALE-3D in the strength regime is not directly relevant to this
work. Consequently, here we test iSALE-3D in two alternative
ways: (1) by comparing the results of crater simulations with scal-
ing laws based on experimental results; and (2) by comparing the
results of vertical impact simulations with results from identical
simulations using the 2D version of iSALE. iSALE-2D has been used
in many previous studies of crater formation (e.g. Wünnemann
et al., 2005; Goldin et al., 2006; Collins et al., 2002; Collins and
Wünnemann, 2005). The code is well-tested against laboratory
experiments and other hydrocodes (e.g., Pierazzo et al., 2008).
We also note that iSALE-3D has been successfully benchmarked
against other 3D impact hydrocodes such as SOVA (Shuvalov,
1999) and CTH (McGlaun et al., 1990) for a simple test problem
of shock wave propagation in an oblique impact, as part of an inter-
national impact code benchmarking and validation project (Pie-
razzo et al., 2008).

Fig. 3 shows cratering efficiency pV as a function of gravity-
scaled size p2 in double logarithmic representation for a number
of vertical impacts including both experimental data and numeri-
cal model results obtained using iSALE-3D and iSALE. Open squares
and solid diamonds refer to laboratory impact experiments into
water by Gault and Sonett (1982) and Schmidt and Housen
(1987), respectively. The solid lines indicate power-law fits accord-
ing to Eq. (4) through experimental data (both the water-target
datasets and data for wet sand, not shown). The explanation for
the disagreement between the experimental results of Gault and

Sonett (1982) and those of Schmidt and Housen (1987) is un-
known. It is possible that the Schmidt and Housen (1987) data,
which were obtained using a quarter-space technique, were af-
fected by the Perspex viewing window used in the experiments.
However, the discrepancy may also reflect problems in the deter-
mination of the transient crater in the experiments of Gault and
Sonett (1982). In either case, the discrepancy provides a measure
of the experimental uncertainty in cratering efficiency. The scal-
ing-line for wet sand has almost the same scaling exponent c
(slope in double-logarithmic plots) as the line for hydrodynamic
materials (water). This was previously interpreted as implying that
wet sand may have very little internal friction. The smaller crater-
ing efficiency (vertical offset of the line) may then be due to poros-
ity in sand (Wünnemann et al., 2006).

The cross symbols in Fig. 3 refer to numerical simulations of
water projectiles impacting into water using iSALE. The open and
closed circles refer to numerical model results, obtained using
iSALE-3D and iSALE-2D respectively, for impacts of a spherical
granite projectile into a granite target with zero strength and fric-
tion coefficient. Although such numerical experiments are unreal-
istic, the fact that all the numerical model results plot on the same
line demonstrates that the relationship between cratering effi-
ciency and gravity-scaled size is the same for all nonporous hydro-
dynamic materials, if the projectile and target material are the
same (p4 = 1.0). In other words, cratering efficiency is nearly inde-
pendent of the material type if nonporous and hydrodynamic
behavior is assumed. Our numerical model results for cratering
efficiency as a function of gravity-scaled size follow a power-law
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Fig. 3. Cratering efficiency as a function of gravity-scaled size. Results for vertical
impacts in a hydrodynamic target derived by 3D-calculations (iSALE-3D), 2D-
simulations (iSALE) and laboratory experiments by Gault and Sonett (1982), and
Schmidt and Housen (1987). Lines show water estimate (Gault and Sonett, 1982)
and wet sand estimate (Schmidt and Housen, 1987), fits based on our numerical
data for both granite in a hydrodynamic treatment and water impacts. A detailed
discussion is presented in Section 3.2.

Table 1
Properties of projectile and target material of performed calculations.

Material Granitea

Density 2658 kg/m3

Melting temperature 1673 K
Heat capacity 1000 J kg!1 K!1

Poisson ratio 0.25
Cohesion 0
Friction 0, . . . , 0.7
Hugoniot elastic limit 2.50e+09
Porosity 0%

a Equation of state: Tillotson (see also Melosh, 1989).
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Ø  衝突では様々なγの値
乾燥砂への衝突：γ=0.507
湿った砂、⽔水：γ=0.65

•  πスケーリングに組み込まれ
ていない標的の性質でγを
変化させうるのは内部摩擦と
空隙率率率(Wunnemann,  2006)

Ø これまで、これらはスケーリング則で考慮されていない



•  実際には斜め衝突は⽀支配的
→クレーター体積は衝突⾓角度度とともに正弦関数的に減少
(Gault  and  Wedekind,  1978)

→この関係はある⼀一定の弾丸標的組み合わせでしか
 　成り⽴立立たないかもしれない

•  衝突速度度の垂直成分のみを使⽤用して、衝突⾓角度度の影響をス
ケーリング則に組み込む(Chapman  and  Mckinnon,  1986)

→砂への室内実験を除いて、適切切に試されていない

Ø 衝突⾓角度度とクレーターサイズの関係はまだ確⽴立立されていない

Ø 特に、斜め衝突での摩擦係数の影響がよくわかっていない



数値モデル
•  斜め衝突のモデル化には３つの空間座標が必要
•  クレーター形成過程全体をシミュレーションするため、
広範囲でのかなりの数のシミュレーションが必要

Ø ⾮非常に効率率率的な計算コードが必要
→iSALE-‐‑‒3Dを開発
→多様な物質をシミュレーションできる

数値実験条件

•  地球のような重⼒力力条件
•  衝突速度度6.5km/s
•  衝突⾓角度度30-‐‑‒90°
•  結合強度度０
•  摩擦係数0,  0.2,  0.7(典型的な砂の値)
•  弾丸直径430m-‐‑‒3km



クレーター形状への衝突⾓角度度の影響

of incidence affects the size and shape of the transient crater. With
decreasing impact angle both the deepest point of the transient
crater and the geometric center are offset more and more down-
range relative to the point of first contact. Fig. 5 shows the final
crater morphology in plan view of craters formed at three different
impact angles in a target with a friction coefficient of 0.2. The
shape of the ejecta curtain clearly indicates the direction of impact
(here from right to left); however, the crater below the pre-impact
target surface (see Fig. 4a) is bowl-shaped and almost symmetric
even for an angle of impact as low as 30!.

Transient crater depth H, diameter D and volume V decrease
with the angle of impact (Fig. 4a). The reduction in cratering effi-
ciency with decreasing angle of incidence is shown in Fig. 6a. Here,
impact angle is plotted versus normalized transient crater volume
(the crater volume for a given impact angle divided by the crater
volume in the case of vertical impact) for different p2-values (pro-
jectile diameters). At an impact angle of 45! (the most likely im-
pact scenario) the volume of the transient crater is
approximately 75% that of the crater volume in the vertical (90!)
impact case; at 30! the crater volume is only 50% that in the verti-
cal impact case. Normalized crater volume is approximately pro-
portional to the sine of the impact angle (V(a)/V(90!) = sin(a)), or
more precisely: V(a)/V(90!) = sinn a where n = 0.89. The normal-
ized crater volume data for different p2-values plot almost on the
same curve with a slight trend towards larger normalized crater
volumes, V(a)/V(90!), for larger p2-values (larger projectiles).
Whether this trend is significant or simply due to larger numerical
errors for larger p2-values is discussed later. However, the sinusoi-
dal relationship between normalized crater volume and impact an-
gle appears to be almost independent of the gravity-scaled source
size (p2) in the range of our investigation.

Fig. 7 shows a plot of gravity-scaled size p2 versus cratering effi-
ciency pV for the same simulations as shown in Fig. 6. As demon-
strated in Section 3.2 and Fig. 3 these data plot as straight lines
in double logarithmic representation. We fitted power-laws (Eq.
(4)) to the model results and specify the scaling parameters CV

and c for different impact angles (Table 4). The vertical offset be-
tween the lines (proportional to CV) indicates decreasing cratering

efficiency for lower impact angles as discussed above. The slope of
the best-fit lines is equivalent to – c. The fact that the lines for the
hydrodynamic target are nearly parallel indicates that the effect of
impact angle is almost independent of the gravity-scaled size.
However, there is a slight decrease in c from 0.66 to 0.62 with
decreasing impact angle.

Fig. 6a also illustrates the relationship between normalized cra-
ter volume and impact angle predicted by Pi-group scaling theory
if the impact velocity is replaced by the vertical component of the
impact velocity (as suggested by Chapman and McKinnon, 1986).
In this case, V(a)/V(90!) = sin2ca. The curve V(a)/V(90!) = sinca is
also plotted for reference. The best-fit to the data is given by
V(a)/V(90!) = sin1.36ca.

4.2. The effect of impact angle on cratering efficiency in frictional
targets

Fig. 4b shows how the shape, depth and diameter of the tran-
sient crater changes for different angles of impact and for two dif-

Fig. 4. Snapshots of the transient crater (for our definition see Section 2.1) of a
1 km-diameter projectile impacting with 6.5 km/s for different angles of incidence
and target weakness. Both target and projectile material are composed of granite,
but cohesion is neglected to show the effect of friction coefficient for different
impact angles. Impact angle is decreasing from top to bottom. Results are shown for
a hydrodynamic target (f = 0, left column), weak target (f = 0.2, middle column) and
bit stronger target (f = 0.7, right column). For a discussion see Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Fig. 5. Late stage of crater formation caused by a 1 km sized projectile hitting the
target at 6.5 km/s. Images show craters for different impact angles (friction
coefficients f = 0.2).
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•  f=0：30°でもほぼ対称

•  f  増加：衝突⾓角度度の影響
 　 　 　    が⾼高まる

•  明らかに⾮非対称だが、
すべてのモデルで
クレーターの楕円率率率は
1.01以下
→円形クレーター



クレーター体積への衝突⾓角度度の影響

ferent coefficients of friction, f = 0.2, 0.7. Similar to the hydrody-
namic case, as impact angle decreases the geometric center of
the crater is displaced in downrange direction relative to the point
of first contact and the shape of the crater becomes increasingly
asymmetric. The higher the coefficient of friction in the target
the more pronounced is the effect of impact angle on crater shape.

For a coefficient of friction f = 0.7 normalized crater volume
(V(a)/V(90!)) is again approximately proportional to the sine of
the impact angle (as shown in Fig. 6b). The best-fit relationship
to the data is V(a)/V(90!) = sinn a where n = 1.089. Note also that
this relationship is independent of gravity-scaled size (p2); there
is no shift towards larger crater volumes with increasing p2-value

as was the case for hydrodynamic targets. Plotting pV versus p2

(Fig. 7) illustrates that cratering efficiency is much lower in fric-
tional targets than in hydrodynamic targets. In addition, although
it is hard to see in this diagram, the slope of the pV ! p2 scaling-
lines for targets with a friction coefficient of 0.7 (c = 0.57) is smal-
ler than in the case of hydrodynamic targets (c = 0.66–0.62).

Fig. 6b illustrates that for impacts into targets with a coefficient
of friction f = 0.7 the decrease in cratering efficiency with
decreasing impact angle is best-fit by V(a)/V(90!) = sin1.89ca, which
is close to the idealized case where only the vertical component of
the impact velocity controls the crater volume: V(a)/V(90!) =
sin2ca.

4.3. The combined effect of impact angle and friction coefficient on
cratering efficiency

The model results presented so far demonstrate that cratering
efficiency depends significantly on the coefficient of friction in
the target. This becomes even more evident by plotting p2 versus
pV for a series of vertical impacts (a = 90!) into targets with differ-
ent friction coefficient f = 0.0–0.7. Fig. 8 shows cratering efficiency
as a function of gravity-scaled size for vertical impacts into targets
with different friction coefficients. These data are well approxi-
mated by power-laws (Eq. (4)). The scaling exponent c and the
intercept CV decrease with increasing coefficient of friction.

To test whether the effect of the impact angle changes with fric-
tion coefficient, we conducted additional simulations for a fixed
projectile size of 1 km (p2 = 4.e!4) and varied both the impact
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Fig. 8. Cratering efficiency as a function of gravity-scaled size for different friction
coefficients.

Fig. 6. Relative change of the cratering efficiency with the impact angle for hydrodynamic (f = 0) and frictional (f = 0.7) targets. Both show results for a number of p2-values
(different projectile sizes: p2 = 1.12e!3, 8.6e!4, 6.47e!4, 5.01e!4, 4.04e!4, 3.29e!4, 2.62e!4, 2.09e!4, and 1.62e!4. Bold dashed line shows normalized crater volumes as
suggested by Chapman and McKinnon (1986)).
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Table 4
Power-law constants for crater volume derived for different impact angles and
friction coefficients.

a f CV c

90 0.0 1.19 0.66
75 0.0 1.17 0.66
60 0.0 1.14 0.65
45 0.0 1.03 0.64
30 0.0 0.77 0.62

90 0.7 0.32 0.57
75 0.7 0.31 0.57
60 0.7 0.29 0.57
45 0.7 0.24 0.57
30 0.7 0.14 0.58
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摩擦係数f=0 摩擦係数f=0.7

•  どちらの場合も、クレーター体積は衝突⾓角度度のsinにおおよそ⽐比例例する

•  π2にはほとんど依存しない

•  f=0.7の場合、衝突速度度の垂直成分だけがクレーター体積を決める
とした場合（規格化クレーター体積がsin(α)2γに⽐比例例）に近い

異異なるサイズの弾丸でπ2の値を変えた、衝突⾓角度度と規格化クレーター体積の関係



ferent coefficients of friction, f = 0.2, 0.7. Similar to the hydrody-
namic case, as impact angle decreases the geometric center of
the crater is displaced in downrange direction relative to the point
of first contact and the shape of the crater becomes increasingly
asymmetric. The higher the coefficient of friction in the target
the more pronounced is the effect of impact angle on crater shape.

For a coefficient of friction f = 0.7 normalized crater volume
(V(a)/V(90!)) is again approximately proportional to the sine of
the impact angle (as shown in Fig. 6b). The best-fit relationship
to the data is V(a)/V(90!) = sinn a where n = 1.089. Note also that
this relationship is independent of gravity-scaled size (p2); there
is no shift towards larger crater volumes with increasing p2-value

as was the case for hydrodynamic targets. Plotting pV versus p2

(Fig. 7) illustrates that cratering efficiency is much lower in fric-
tional targets than in hydrodynamic targets. In addition, although
it is hard to see in this diagram, the slope of the pV ! p2 scaling-
lines for targets with a friction coefficient of 0.7 (c = 0.57) is smal-
ler than in the case of hydrodynamic targets (c = 0.66–0.62).

Fig. 6b illustrates that for impacts into targets with a coefficient
of friction f = 0.7 the decrease in cratering efficiency with
decreasing impact angle is best-fit by V(a)/V(90!) = sin1.89ca, which
is close to the idealized case where only the vertical component of
the impact velocity controls the crater volume: V(a)/V(90!) =
sin2ca.

4.3. The combined effect of impact angle and friction coefficient on
cratering efficiency

The model results presented so far demonstrate that cratering
efficiency depends significantly on the coefficient of friction in
the target. This becomes even more evident by plotting p2 versus
pV for a series of vertical impacts (a = 90!) into targets with differ-
ent friction coefficient f = 0.0–0.7. Fig. 8 shows cratering efficiency
as a function of gravity-scaled size for vertical impacts into targets
with different friction coefficients. These data are well approxi-
mated by power-laws (Eq. (4)). The scaling exponent c and the
intercept CV decrease with increasing coefficient of friction.

To test whether the effect of the impact angle changes with fric-
tion coefficient, we conducted additional simulations for a fixed
projectile size of 1 km (p2 = 4.e!4) and varied both the impact
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(different projectile sizes: p2 = 1.12e!3, 8.6e!4, 6.47e!4, 5.01e!4, 4.04e!4, 3.29e!4, 2.62e!4, 2.09e!4, and 1.62e!4. Bold dashed line shows normalized crater volumes as
suggested by Chapman and McKinnon (1986)).
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Table 4
Power-law constants for crater volume derived for different impact angles and
friction coefficients.

a f CV c

90 0.0 1.19 0.66
75 0.0 1.17 0.66
60 0.0 1.14 0.65
45 0.0 1.03 0.64
30 0.0 0.77 0.62

90 0.7 0.32 0.57
75 0.7 0.31 0.57
60 0.7 0.29 0.57
45 0.7 0.24 0.57
30 0.7 0.14 0.58
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クレーター体積への衝突⾓角度度の影響

モデル結果を(※)式でフィッティ
ング

ferent coefficients of friction, f = 0.2, 0.7. Similar to the hydrody-
namic case, as impact angle decreases the geometric center of
the crater is displaced in downrange direction relative to the point
of first contact and the shape of the crater becomes increasingly
asymmetric. The higher the coefficient of friction in the target
the more pronounced is the effect of impact angle on crater shape.

For a coefficient of friction f = 0.7 normalized crater volume
(V(a)/V(90!)) is again approximately proportional to the sine of
the impact angle (as shown in Fig. 6b). The best-fit relationship
to the data is V(a)/V(90!) = sinn a where n = 1.089. Note also that
this relationship is independent of gravity-scaled size (p2); there
is no shift towards larger crater volumes with increasing p2-value

as was the case for hydrodynamic targets. Plotting pV versus p2

(Fig. 7) illustrates that cratering efficiency is much lower in fric-
tional targets than in hydrodynamic targets. In addition, although
it is hard to see in this diagram, the slope of the pV ! p2 scaling-
lines for targets with a friction coefficient of 0.7 (c = 0.57) is smal-
ler than in the case of hydrodynamic targets (c = 0.66–0.62).

Fig. 6b illustrates that for impacts into targets with a coefficient
of friction f = 0.7 the decrease in cratering efficiency with
decreasing impact angle is best-fit by V(a)/V(90!) = sin1.89ca, which
is close to the idealized case where only the vertical component of
the impact velocity controls the crater volume: V(a)/V(90!) =
sin2ca.

4.3. The combined effect of impact angle and friction coefficient on
cratering efficiency

The model results presented so far demonstrate that cratering
efficiency depends significantly on the coefficient of friction in
the target. This becomes even more evident by plotting p2 versus
pV for a series of vertical impacts (a = 90!) into targets with differ-
ent friction coefficient f = 0.0–0.7. Fig. 8 shows cratering efficiency
as a function of gravity-scaled size for vertical impacts into targets
with different friction coefficients. These data are well approxi-
mated by power-laws (Eq. (4)). The scaling exponent c and the
intercept CV decrease with increasing coefficient of friction.

To test whether the effect of the impact angle changes with fric-
tion coefficient, we conducted additional simulations for a fixed
projectile size of 1 km (p2 = 4.e!4) and varied both the impact
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Table 4
Power-law constants for crater volume derived for different impact angles and
friction coefficients.

a f CV c

90 0.0 1.19 0.66
75 0.0 1.17 0.66
60 0.0 1.14 0.65
45 0.0 1.03 0.64
30 0.0 0.77 0.62

90 0.7 0.32 0.57
75 0.7 0.31 0.57
60 0.7 0.29 0.57
45 0.7 0.24 0.57
30 0.7 0.14 0.58
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size scales and in targets with different material properties (and,
hence, different degrees of collapse) we found that the end of cra-
ter excavation (and the beginning of modification) coincides
approximately with the time when the (first) maximum in crater
volume is reached (Fig. 1). In some very low-strength target cases
even larger crater volumes are reached at later times of crater for-
mation, e.g. due to broad collapse of the crater rim, but the first (lo-
cal) maximum still appears to be the most meaningful point in
time to define the dimensions of the transient crater.

In the following, all scaling laws refer to measures of the tran-
sient crater and are compared with parameters from numerical
models measured at the point in time in crater growth when the
volume of the crater reaches its first maximum. The dimensions
of the transient crater are all measured at, or relative to, the pre-
impact surface. Note that in the tables listed in the Appendix A
we provide additional information concerning the crater dimen-
sions at the time when the crater reaches its maximum depth.
For this study, however, we use the maximum volume criterion de-
scribed above.

2.2. Pi-group scaling

The primary purpose of scaling laws is to extrapolate the results
of small-scale laboratory impact experiments so that they may be
applied to large-scale natural craters. To achieve this, dimension-
less ratios are used to estimate the relative importance of different
physical processes during crater formation. Dimensionless mea-
sures of the properties of impactor and target can be related to
scaled crater dimensions implying that the relative crater size is
independent of the real size of an impact event.

Most approaches for scaling of impact craters or the cratering
process arise from scaling methods applied for explosions, particu-
larly detonations of nuclear bombs (Sedov, 1946; Taylor, 1950). In
this case the crater formation process is driven by the energy re-
leased during the explosion. The process of a meteorite impact is
in principle similar to the detonation of an explosive source, except
that this explosive source (projectile) is moving. As a consequence,
scaling of impact processes is always a mixture of pure ‘‘energy
scaling” and ‘‘momentum scaling”, which considers the impact
velocity and direction.

The most successful approach in dimensional analysis of impact
crater scaling is the so-called Pi-group scaling (e.g. Holsapple,
1987; Holsapple and Schmidt, 1982, 1987; Schmidt and Housen,
1987). To define for instance the crater volume V as a function of
projectile and target properties at least six (or more) parameters
are required: V = F(U, q, d, Y, g, m), where U is impact velocity, q
is target density, d is projectile density, Y is strength, g is gravity,
and m is projectile mass. Pi-group scaling introduces dimension-
less ratios reducing the number of independent variables to three:
pV = F(p2, p3, p4), where the so-called cratering efficiency pV = qV/
m, the gravity-scaled size of an impact event p2 = 1.61gL/U2, and
the strength-scaled size p3 = Y/(dU2), and the density ratio p4 = q/
d. The functional relation we are seeking then is:

pV !
qV
m
! F

gL
U2 ;

Y
dU2 ;

q
d

! "
! F"p2;p3;p4# "1#

This expression further simplifies when comparing the relative
importance of the three dimensionless parameters p2, p3, p4.

p3

p2
! Y

qgL
"2#

The ratio between p3 and p2 shows that for sufficiently large cra-
ters (on Earth: approx. P70 m; Melosh, 1989) the effect of gravity
dominates over the cohesive strength of typical crustal material
and, thus, strength (cohesion) can be neglected. Hence, crater for-

mation of all natural impact craters which are usually significantly
larger than 70 m on Earth, is controlled by gravity. The same is true
for small-scale laboratory craters in low- or non-cohesive materials.
If we also assume that the density of the projectile d and the density
of the target q are approximately equal, Eq. (1) simplifies to

pV !
qV
m
! F

gL
U2

! "
! F"p2# "3#

A similar expression can be stated for the dimensionless crater
diameter pD = D(q/m)1/3 and crater depth pH = H(q/m)1/3, where D
is crater diameter and H crater depth.

To further specify the functional relation between pV and p2 (or
other relations between various p-values) an impact event may be
approximated as a stationary point source of energy and momen-
tum buried at a certain depth in the target, analogous to the deto-
nation center of an explosive source. How much of the kinetic
energy (and momentum) of the impactor is effectively available
as an energy (and momentum) point source is defined, according
to the theory, by the so-called coupling parameter that combines
the properties of the impactor (velocity U, diameter L, density d)
into one scalar parameter (Dienes and Walsh, 1970; Holsapple
and Schmidt, 1987): C = LUl dm. In two theoretical end-member
cases, the coupling parameter is exactly proportional to the kinetic
energy (where m = 1/3, l = 2/3) or the momentum (m = 1/3, l = 1/3)
of the impactor, respectively. However, experimental evidence
suggests that the coupling parameter is somewhere between these
limits; in other words, it is proportional to some combination of ki-
netic energy and momentum (m = 1/3; 1/3 < l < 2/3) (Holsapple,
1993). The exact form of the coupling parameter appears to depend
on target properties (Schmidt and Housen, 1987).

The results of laboratory impact experiments and numerical
calculations (e.g. Schmidt and Housen, 1987; Holsapple, 1987,
1993; O’Keefe and Ahrens, 1993; Holsapple and Housen, 2007)
suggest that many impact-related processes, such as crater growth,
melt production, material ejection, etc., are well described by
power-laws in the various non-dimensional quantities. For in-
stance, the functional relation in Eq. (1) is well approximated by
a power-law of the form (e.g. Schmidt and Housen, 1987).

pV ! CVp$c
2 "4#

where CV and c are material dependent scaling parameter and c is
related to the velocity-exponent in the coupling parameter:
c = 3l/(2 + l). For c = 0.75 (where l = 2/3), the coupling parameter
is exactly proportional to the kinetic energy of the impactor (en-
ergy-scaling). The other end-member case, where the coupling
parameter is proportional to the momentum of the impactor
(momentum scaling), occurs at c = 0.43 (l = 1/3). Laboratory experi-
ments (Schmidt and Housen, 1987) of vertical impacts into dry sand
revealed a scaling exponent of c = 0.507 (close to the momentum-
scaling limit) whereas impacts into wet sand or water led to
c = 0.65 (close to the energy scaling limit). The material-depen-
dency of the scaling exponent has long been discussed as being re-
lated to differences in internal friction and/or porosity
(Wünnemann et al., 2006). So far, neither parameter is taken into
account in scaling laws. Moreover, the angle of impact a is not con-
sidered in this framework, yet. Chapman and McKinnon (1986) sug-
gested using only the vertical component of the impact velocity in
the scaling law (Eq. (4)):

pV !
qV
m
! CV

gL
"sin"a# % U#2

 !$c

! CV
gL
U2

! "$c

sin2c"a# "5#

However, apart from comparisons with a few laboratory exper-
iments of oblique impacts in sand this assumption has never been
tested properly. In particular, the effect of friction coefficient on
cratering efficiency in oblique impacts is unknown.
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•  衝突⾓角度度減少
→πv減少

•  近似直線はほぼ平⾏行行
→クレーター体積への
 　衝突⾓角度度の影響は
 　π2によらない

•  摩擦係数増加
→πv減少



衝突⾓角度度と摩擦係数の組み合わせ

ferent coefficients of friction, f = 0.2, 0.7. Similar to the hydrody-
namic case, as impact angle decreases the geometric center of
the crater is displaced in downrange direction relative to the point
of first contact and the shape of the crater becomes increasingly
asymmetric. The higher the coefficient of friction in the target
the more pronounced is the effect of impact angle on crater shape.

For a coefficient of friction f = 0.7 normalized crater volume
(V(a)/V(90!)) is again approximately proportional to the sine of
the impact angle (as shown in Fig. 6b). The best-fit relationship
to the data is V(a)/V(90!) = sinn a where n = 1.089. Note also that
this relationship is independent of gravity-scaled size (p2); there
is no shift towards larger crater volumes with increasing p2-value

as was the case for hydrodynamic targets. Plotting pV versus p2

(Fig. 7) illustrates that cratering efficiency is much lower in fric-
tional targets than in hydrodynamic targets. In addition, although
it is hard to see in this diagram, the slope of the pV ! p2 scaling-
lines for targets with a friction coefficient of 0.7 (c = 0.57) is smal-
ler than in the case of hydrodynamic targets (c = 0.66–0.62).

Fig. 6b illustrates that for impacts into targets with a coefficient
of friction f = 0.7 the decrease in cratering efficiency with
decreasing impact angle is best-fit by V(a)/V(90!) = sin1.89ca, which
is close to the idealized case where only the vertical component of
the impact velocity controls the crater volume: V(a)/V(90!) =
sin2ca.

4.3. The combined effect of impact angle and friction coefficient on
cratering efficiency

The model results presented so far demonstrate that cratering
efficiency depends significantly on the coefficient of friction in
the target. This becomes even more evident by plotting p2 versus
pV for a series of vertical impacts (a = 90!) into targets with differ-
ent friction coefficient f = 0.0–0.7. Fig. 8 shows cratering efficiency
as a function of gravity-scaled size for vertical impacts into targets
with different friction coefficients. These data are well approxi-
mated by power-laws (Eq. (4)). The scaling exponent c and the
intercept CV decrease with increasing coefficient of friction.

To test whether the effect of the impact angle changes with fric-
tion coefficient, we conducted additional simulations for a fixed
projectile size of 1 km (p2 = 4.e!4) and varied both the impact
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Fig. 6. Relative change of the cratering efficiency with the impact angle for hydrodynamic (f = 0) and frictional (f = 0.7) targets. Both show results for a number of p2-values
(different projectile sizes: p2 = 1.12e!3, 8.6e!4, 6.47e!4, 5.01e!4, 4.04e!4, 3.29e!4, 2.62e!4, 2.09e!4, and 1.62e!4. Bold dashed line shows normalized crater volumes as
suggested by Chapman and McKinnon (1986)).
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Table 4
Power-law constants for crater volume derived for different impact angles and
friction coefficients.

a f CV c

90 0.0 1.19 0.66
75 0.0 1.17 0.66
60 0.0 1.14 0.65
45 0.0 1.03 0.64
30 0.0 0.77 0.62

90 0.7 0.32 0.57
75 0.7 0.31 0.57
60 0.7 0.29 0.57
45 0.7 0.24 0.57
30 0.7 0.14 0.58
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angle and the friction coefficient systematically. By plotting again
the normalized crater volume V(a)/V(90!) but now for different
coefficients of friction, Fig. 9 indicates that the effect of the impact
angle on cratering efficiency is slightly dependent on the friction
coefficient.

5. Discussion

Our model results show clearly the dependence of cratering
efficiency on angle of impact and friction coefficient. Our simula-
tions revealed asymmetric crater profiles (see Fig. 4) showing a
steeper slope of the crater floor in the uprange-direction than in
downrange. This is in contrast to experimental observations by
Gault and Wedekind (1978) who found more symmetric crater
profiles for impact angles as low as 30!. However, their observa-

tions made from these laboratory experiments refer to the final
crater shape and not the transient crater. If modification of the
transient crater occurred in these experiments, enhanced slump-
ing along the steeper (uprange) side of the transient crater may
have evened out initial asymmetry in the crater profile, resulting
in a more symmetric final crater. Another explanation might be
that for the p2-range covered in the experimental studies, the
projectile was much smaller in comparison to the transient crater
than was the case in our numerical experiments presented in this
study (due to the difference in p2-values). The conditions for the
point-source concept and, thus, symmetric crater growth are bet-
ter satisfied for impacts with small p2-values, where the projectile
size is a small fraction of the crater size, than for impacts with
large p2-values. Although the along-range transient crater profiles
are notably asymmetric in our oblique impact simulations, we
emphasize that in all our models the ellipticity (defined as the
ratio between the crater diameter along the trajectory and
the diameter crossrange) of the transient crater is less than
1.01; that is, all our simulated impacts produced circular transient
craters.

If we assume that the point-source concept holds true for obli-
que impacts into frictional targets and if cratering efficiency can be
approximated by a power-law (Eq. (4)) then the scaling parameters
(CV and c) depend on target properties (friction coefficient) and an-
gle of impact. In this section, we discuss how friction coefficient
and impact angle might be incorporated into Pi-group scaling
theory.

Fig. 10a and b depict the scaling law parameter c as a function
of angle of impact a and coefficient of friction f. Fig. 10a illustrates
that crater scaling in frictional targets is closer to the theoretical
limit of momentum scaling (c = 0.43) than crater scaling in hydro-
dynamic targets where the scaling exponent is close to the limiting
value given by pure energy scaling (c = 0.75). Moreover, for a fric-
tion coefficient f = 0.7 c is constant and does not depend on the an-
gle of impact (c = 0.57; see Table 4). This is in contrast to the
hydrodynamic target case, where the scaling exponent c decreases
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異異なる摩擦係数に対する垂直衝突

•  左図：摩擦係数増加 　→ 　Cvとγ減少
•  右図：衝突⾓角度度のクレーター体積への影響は
 　 　 　摩擦係数にわずかに依存

異異なる摩擦係数に対する
衝突⾓角度度とクレーター体積の関係

π2⼀一定	



摩擦係数と衝突⾓角度度のスケーリング則への組み込み

angle and the friction coefficient systematically. By plotting again
the normalized crater volume V(a)/V(90!) but now for different
coefficients of friction, Fig. 9 indicates that the effect of the impact
angle on cratering efficiency is slightly dependent on the friction
coefficient.

5. Discussion

Our model results show clearly the dependence of cratering
efficiency on angle of impact and friction coefficient. Our simula-
tions revealed asymmetric crater profiles (see Fig. 4) showing a
steeper slope of the crater floor in the uprange-direction than in
downrange. This is in contrast to experimental observations by
Gault and Wedekind (1978) who found more symmetric crater
profiles for impact angles as low as 30!. However, their observa-

tions made from these laboratory experiments refer to the final
crater shape and not the transient crater. If modification of the
transient crater occurred in these experiments, enhanced slump-
ing along the steeper (uprange) side of the transient crater may
have evened out initial asymmetry in the crater profile, resulting
in a more symmetric final crater. Another explanation might be
that for the p2-range covered in the experimental studies, the
projectile was much smaller in comparison to the transient crater
than was the case in our numerical experiments presented in this
study (due to the difference in p2-values). The conditions for the
point-source concept and, thus, symmetric crater growth are bet-
ter satisfied for impacts with small p2-values, where the projectile
size is a small fraction of the crater size, than for impacts with
large p2-values. Although the along-range transient crater profiles
are notably asymmetric in our oblique impact simulations, we
emphasize that in all our models the ellipticity (defined as the
ratio between the crater diameter along the trajectory and
the diameter crossrange) of the transient crater is less than
1.01; that is, all our simulated impacts produced circular transient
craters.

If we assume that the point-source concept holds true for obli-
que impacts into frictional targets and if cratering efficiency can be
approximated by a power-law (Eq. (4)) then the scaling parameters
(CV and c) depend on target properties (friction coefficient) and an-
gle of impact. In this section, we discuss how friction coefficient
and impact angle might be incorporated into Pi-group scaling
theory.

Fig. 10a and b depict the scaling law parameter c as a function
of angle of impact a and coefficient of friction f. Fig. 10a illustrates
that crater scaling in frictional targets is closer to the theoretical
limit of momentum scaling (c = 0.43) than crater scaling in hydro-
dynamic targets where the scaling exponent is close to the limiting
value given by pure energy scaling (c = 0.75). Moreover, for a fric-
tion coefficient f = 0.7 c is constant and does not depend on the an-
gle of impact (c = 0.57; see Table 4). This is in contrast to the
hydrodynamic target case, where the scaling exponent c decreases
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•  摩擦係数に伴うCvとγの減少（図b,d）
→摩擦係数はクレータースケーリングに影響する重要なパラメータ

•  図c：f=0.7
Cv∝Cv(90)sin(α)2γ

→衝突⾓角度度の垂直成分仮定
に⼀一致

•  低いfでは⼀一致しない

•  図a：f=0.7
衝突⾓角度度によらずγ⼀一定

•  f=0
わずかに減少

•  この結果が重要かどうかは
まだわからない



まとめ

クレーター形成における衝突⾓角度度と標的摩擦係数の影響を
調査した

•  標的表⾯面への30°以上での衝突は円形クレーターを作る

•  衝突⾓角度度と摩擦係数はπvをはっきりと減少させる

•  f=0.7の標的への衝突では、クレーター形成に衝突速度度
の垂直成分だけが影響する

Ø πスケーリングはf=0.7で結合をほとんど持たない砂に
似た性質を持つ物質への、惑星スケール斜め衝突に適⽤用
できる


